
The Pistol
Protocol

Supplemental work to boost 
human performance



“The first 
and best 
victory is 

to conquer 
self.”

- PLATO



To the beginner, a proper pistol might appear to be the 

unicorn of lower body movements. Don’t worry. This 

program is an outline on how we start athletes who want 

to develop the lower body mobility to perform pistols. 

Notice how I said ‘develop the lower body mobility’ not 

‘develop pistols.’ We don’t train ‘The Movement.’ There is 

no ‘The Movement.’ Instead, we get all your joints working 

the way they should, and through that you are capable of 

doing whatever movement you want. In this case, it’s the 

pistol squat. We’ve kept this template general, as 

everyone has their own unique limitations. Specific 

exercises may need to be added or removed but 

regardless of any limitations, this program is a great start.

Phase 1 focuses around increasing your ankle/hip/

hamstring/adductor range of motion (ROM). In Phase 2 

we eliminate the all-too-common complaint with 

stretching: “I felt good for a little while, then IT went back 

to the way IT was.” In Phase 2, we focus on strengthening 

those ROMs so you can solidify and own the ranges of 

motion. 

The Pistol



Day 1

A1. Ankle stretch x 4 minutes on each ankle
A2. Ankle Circles x 5 in each direction VERY SLOWLY

B1. Hip stretch x 4 minutes in each direction on each leg (16 minutes total)
B2. Hip circles x 5 in each direction VERY SLOWLY

Day 2

A1. Hamstring stretch x 4 minutes on each leg. Make sure to bend the knee. You 
should not be feeling this underneath the knee.

B1. Adductor stretch x 4 minutes/leg
B2. Hip circles x 5 in each direction VERY SLOWLY

*Spend 3-5 weeks on this phase performing each workout at least 1x/ week. If you are 
not progressing, increase to 2x/week.

Phase 1

Day 1

A1. Ankle holds 5 sets x 5 reps on each leg:
A2. Hip holds (internal rotation) 5 sets x 5 reps on each leg:

Day 2

A1. Hip flexion lift offs (seated/standing)
A2. Hip holds (external rotation)

Phase 2



I hope your enjoyed this program! I received my Doctor of Chiropractic in 

2014 from the University of Western States in Portland, Oregon. I have been 

CrossFitting for over 10 years. 

My background as an athlete includes competing in the CrossFit Regionals 

as an individual athlete as well as being a top finisher in the CrossFit Open.

I currently split my time between training and treating athletes, coaching 

at Reebok CrossFit Back Bay, and treating patients in the clinics at CrossFit 

Back Bay and Brick Boston CrossFit.  Please follow me on my social media 

platforms for more training and treatment advice.

Hi. I’m Dr Wes.

 program is an excellent bonus piece to your regular training plan. It 

https://www.facebook.com/drweshendricks/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCy2bix9XyT_u7CZg0PzXcGA
https://www.instagram.com/drweshendricks/

